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ON VECTORIAL NORMS AND PSEUDONORMS

EMERIC deutsch

Abstract. A vectorial pseudonorm (norm) of order k on

the vector space C" of all «-tuples of complex numbers is a mapping

from C" into the positive cone of Rk which satisfies the usual

axioms of a pseudonorm (norm). The vector space Rk of the

¿-tuples of real numbers is partially ordered componentwise.

Vectorial norms have been introduced by Kantorovitch. Recently

they have been studied by Robert and Stoer. In the present paper

different properties of vectorial pseudonorms are investigated.

They deal mainly with the following topics: regularity of pseudo-

norms, the dual of a vectorial norm, inequality between vectorial

pseudonorms and the  G-transform of a vectorial pseudonorm.

1. Introduction. Let C" denote the vector space of all «-tuples of

complex numbers, and let R+ denote the set of all ¿-tuples of non-

negative real numbers partially ordered componentwise. A vectorial

norm of order k on C" is a mapping p:Cn>R\ such that

(1.1) piax) =   | a\ pix), ViGC»,     Va EC,

(1.2) Pix + y) Spix)+piy),       Vx,y<EC",

(1.3) pix) ^0       if x ?¿ 0.

Vectorial norms have been introduced by Kantorovitch [4]. Re-

cently they have been studied by Robert [9], [lu], [ll] and by

Stoer [l2]. Special types of vectorial norms were studied by Kan-

torovitch, Vulikh and Pinsker [5], [ó], Ostrowski [7], [8], Fiedler

andPták [l].
A mapping p:Cn—>R*+ which satisfies axioms (1.1) and (1.2) will be

called a vectorial pseudonorm of order k on O. We will denote by

pxix), ■ • ■ , pkix) the components of pix). It is clear that p is a

vectorial pseudonorm if and only if the mapping x—>p,ix) (xGCn) is a

pseudonorm on C" for each j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , k.

To every vectorial pseudonorm p : C—>Rl+ we associate the follow-

ing subspaces of O:

K,(p) = {x G C»:ps(x) =0}        (J - 1, • • • , *),

Kip) - n Rhip),
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wap) = n Kh(p)    (j = i,---,k),

W(p) = Wi(p) + • • • + Wk(p).

Properties of these subspaces for the case of a vectorial norm p, can be

found in [9] and [lO]. For example, p is a vectorial norm if and only if

K(P) = {o}. It is easy to see that for an arbitrary vectorial pseudo-

norm p, we have

(1.4) Z Wh(p) £ Kiip) (j - 1, • • • , A),

(1.5) w(p) s #,■(#) + w,-(#)     0' = i, • • •, *).

Two vectorial pseudonorms £, q:Cn—*R+ will be called congruent if

W^(/») = Wj(s)forallj = l, •••,*.

2. Regular vectorial pseudonorms. A vectorial pseudonorm

p : C"—>Rk+ is said to be regular if W(p) = C".

Example 1. Consider the mapping p:Cz-+R\, p(a, ß, y)

= (\a\, \y\ ). We have

Ki(p) = W2(p) = {(0, ß, y) :ß, y G C\,

K2(p) = Wi(p) = {(a, ß, 0):o, ßec\.

Thus IFi(^) + W2(p) = C3 and so p is a regular vectorial pseudonorm.

Note that p is not a vectorial norm.

Proposition 1. If p:Cn^>R\ is a vectorial norm, then the following

statements are equivalent:

(i) p is regular ;

(ii) there exists a norm v on C" and a direct-sum decomposition

C" = Xi® ■ ■ ■ ®Xk with associated projections Ei, ■ - • , Ek such that

p(x) = (v(Eix), ■ ■ ■ , v(Ekx)),       VxEC";

(iii) if p(x)=u-\-v, u, vER+, then there exist vectors y, zEC" such

thatx = y-\-z, p(y) —u, andp(z) =v;

(iv) C" = Kj(p)®Wj(p),Vj=l, ■ ■ ■ ,k.

Proof. (i)=>(ii). It is known [lO] that the subspaces Wi(p), • • • ,

Wk(p) are independent which together with the regularity of p shows

that Cn=Wi(p)® ■ ■ ■ ®Wk(p). Let Eu ■ ■ -, Ek be the projections

associated with this direct-sum decomposition. It is easy to see that

the mapping x—>v(x) = M&xhph(x) is a norm on C". Since pi(x)

= pi(Eix) [lO], we have, for a!lj'=l, • • • , k and for allxGO,

v(EjX) = Ma.x{ ph(EjX)} = Ma.x{ph(EkEjx)\ = pjiEjX) = p,(x).
A A
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(ii)=>(iii). The proof of this implication can be found in [l].

(iii)=>(iv).LetxGCnandletjG{l, ■ ■ ■ ,k\. Denote

« = iPxix), ■ ■ ■ , pj-xix), 0, pj+xix), ■ - • , pkix)),       v = pix) - u.

Then pix) =u-\-v and by assumption there exist vectors y, zECn

such that x = y + z, p(y) =u, and piz) =v. Then p,(y) =0 and phiz) =0

iorh^j. Hence yEK,(p), zE W3-(p) and thusx = y+zEK,(p) + W,(p).

Therefore   Cn = Kj(p) + W,(p).   It  can  be  easily  seen   that K3(p)

r\Wi(p) = {o}.
(iv)=>(i). This implication is known [l0].

Remark 1. Kantorovitch, Vulikh and Pinsker [5], [6] consider

mappings which satisfy axioms (1.1)—(1.3) and property (iii) of

Proposition 1. Fiedler and Pták [l] consider mappings which are

obtained through the procedure indicated in property (ii) of Proposi-

tion 1. Consequently, Proposition 1 shows that all these mappings are

exactly the regular vectorial norms.

Proposition 2. If p:Cn-+R\ is a regular vectorial norm, then

RAP) = Z ® Wh(p)        (/-l, •••,*).

Proof. Let xEKjip)- Then pjix) =0 and since p is regular we have

x = xi+ • • • +x4 with XhEWhip) ih=i, ■ ■ ■ , k). Now pt-(x}-)=p,-(x)

= 0 whence x, = 0 (see [l0]). Then

*«'*!+••• + X,_x + Xj+x +  ■  ■  ■ + xk G X Whip).

Thus K,ip)Q%2h^j Whip), which together with (1.4) and with the

fact that the Whip)'s are independent proves our claim.

Remark 2. The converse of Proposition 2 is not true. Consider for

exa mple the vectorial norm p : C4—>it+ defined by

piax, a-¿, a3, at) = i\ ax\   +   \ on \ , \ a21   +   | ot41 , | «3 j   +   | cn\ ).

We have

Ki(p) = {(0,a2,a3,0):a2,a3GC},

Xt(p) = {iax,0,a3,0):ax,a3EC\,

K,ip) = {(ax, at, 0, 0) : Œl, a, G C},

Wxip) = \iax,0,0,0):axEC\,

Wtip) = {(0,a2)0,0):a2GC},

W,(p) = {(0,0,a3,0):a3EC\.
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Thus Kj(p) =£m¿ ®Wh(p) (j=\, 2, 3) but p is not regular since

T,kWh(p)*c*.

Proposition 3. Let p and q be vectorial pseudonorms of order k on

C" and assume that p ¿q (i.e. p(x) ^q(x), VxGC").

(a) If pis a vectorial norm, then q is a vectorial norm.

(b) Ifqis regular, then p is regular.

Proof. It can be easily shown that p ¿g implies

(2.1) Kj(q) Ç K,(p),       WAq) Q WAP) (j - 1, ' • • , k),

(2.2) K(q) Ç K(p), W(q) Ç W(p).

From relations (2.2) we obtain both statements (a) and (b).

Proposition 4. Let p and q be regular vectorial norms of order k on

Cnsuchthatpúq- Then

(a) Kj(p)=Ki(q)U=h ••'.*);
(b) Wj(p) = Wj(q) 0 = 1) " " ' ) k)i (*'•£• P and q are congruent).

Proof. Since p and q are both regular, we have for all j = 1, • • • , k

(see Proposition 1)

KAP) © WAP) = KAq) ® WAq) = C».

Now relations (2.1) together with a dimension argument will give

KAP) =KAq) and WAP) = WAq) for all /= 1, • • • , k.

3. The dual of a vectorial norm. Let p : C"-^R\ be a vectorial norm

and consider the mappings

qi:C"^R,       qAy)=      Sup     !—L   (yGC»)

for each /= 1, • • • , k. Then it is easy to see that the mapping

pD:Cn -* Rk+,       pD(y) = (qi(y), ■■■ , qk(y))    (y G (?)

is a vectorial pseudonorm of order k on C". This mapping £ß will be

called the dual of p. In [lO] the dual has been defined only for regular

vectorial norms.

Proposition 5. If p is a vectorial norm, then

(a) KAPD) = (WAP))±(j=h ■ ■ -,k),
(b) WAPD)^(KAP))±U=h ■ ■ -,k),
(c) K(p°) = (W(p))\
(d) pD is regular.
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Proof, (a) K3(pD) = {y E C-:g3(y) = O} = {y E Cn:y*x = 0,

VxEW3(p))=(W3(p)V;

(b) Wi(pD) = (\h^Kh(pD) = D^iiWhiP))1- = (Zv, Wh(p))^

(KJ(p))±, where we have made use of relation (1.4);

(c) KtpD)=r\hKh(pD)=nh iWhip))x=(£h Whip))±=iwip))i-,

(d) WipD)=Y.hWhipD)^EniKhiP))L=i^kKhip)Y = C\ i.e. pD

is regular.

As an immediate consequence of relation (c) we have the following

Corollary. pD is a vectorial norm if and only if p is regular.

Proposition 6. If p is a regular vectorial norm, then W¡ipD)

= iK3iP))\

Proof. Making use of Propositions 2 and 5, we have

w,ipD) d iK3ip))x = ( z Whip)) = n iWhip))1- = n KhipD)

= W3ip°).

Proposition 7. If p, q:Cn—^R+ are vectorial norms such that púq,

thenqD^pD.

Proof. Making use of (2.1), we have, for allj = l, • • • , k and all

y EC-,

d                             | y*x| | y*x| d
Pi(y)=       Sup      -—-^       Sup       —-r-^qiiy)-

xSWj(.v);x^0    pj(X) xeWj(<i);x¡¿0     q3(x)

Proposition 8. If p is a regular vectorial norm of order k on C" such

that Wi(p)-LW3(p)for iy^j, then

(a) K3(pD)=K3(p)(j = \, ■ ■ ■ ,k);

(b) W3(pD) = Wj(p) fj = l, • ■ ■ , k) i.e. p and pD are congruent.

Proof. From Proposition 2 it follows that W3(p)±K3(p) for all

j= 1, • • ■ , k. Since Wjip) ®K3(p) = O (see Proposition 1) we obtain,

from Proposition 5 (a), Kj{pD) = (Wj{p))x = Kj(p) (i=l, ■ • ■ , k),

and similarly, from Proposition 6, W3(pD) = (Kj(p))x=W3(p)

0'=L ■ ■ ■ ,k).
Remark 3. In particular, statements (a) and (b) of Proposition 8

hold if p is obtained from an orthogonal decomposition of C" and a

norm v on C" as described in statement (ii) of Proposition 1.

Proposition 9. Let Cn = Xx® • ■ • ®Xk be a direct-sum decom-

position of Cn, let Ex, ■ ■ ■ , Ek be the associated projections, let V.Cn

—*R\ be the vectorial norm defined by
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p(x) = (u(Eix), • • • , v(Ekx))        (x G C").

If\ubrEj=l (j = l, ■ ■ ■ ,k),then

p°(y) = (vD(Ei*y), • • • , v°(Ek*y))        (y G O).

(Here vD denotes the dual norm of v and lub„ «5 the matrix norm sub-

ordinate tov [3].)

Proof. We have, for all yGC" and all j= 1, • • • , k,

d                         I v*x\                      I y*Ejx\ \ (E*y)*x\
Pi iy) =     Sup    —-=     Sup    - ;£     Sup

xGXj;x*0   v(EjX) jEÏ;;i^O v(x) iSC»;l^O v(x)

= vD(E?y).

It is known that for every y EC", there exists a nonzero XoEC" such

that vD(E*y)v(xo)=\y*EjX0\. Then, taking into account that the

relation lub„.Ey=l implies v(Ejx0) ^v(x0), we have

Drv* \       \y*EM   ^  \y*EjX0\ \y*x\ D
v (E?y) =-—■— ú Ú     Sup = p} (y).

v(Xç>) v(EjXo) z£Xj;x^O     v(x)

Thus/'f(3')=i'B(£/3;)forallyGCnandallj=l, • • • ,k.

4. The G-transform of a vectorial pseudonorm. Some of the results

of this section will be generalizations of the G-transform of a vector

norm [2]. If p is a vectorial pseudonorm of order k on C", and G is a

complex «Xw matrix, then it is easy to see that the mapping

p0:C" -* R\,       po(x) = p(Gx)    (x G C"),

is also a vectorial pseudonorm. The mapping po will be called the G-

transform of p.

Proposition 10. If p is a vectorial norm, and G is a nonsingular

complex nXn matrix, then

(a) p g is also a vectorial norm ;

(b) KApa)=G-iKAp)(j=h ■ ■ -,k);
(c) WAPo)=G-iWAP)(j=U ■ ■ ■ ,k);
(d) W(Po)=G-1W(p);
(e) if p is regular, then pais also regular ;

(f ) the dual of pa is the (G_1) *-transform of the dual of p ;

(g) */ G is unitary, then the dual of the G-lransform of p is equal to the

G-transform of the dual of p.

Proof, (a) Let xEC" such that pa(x) =0. Then p(Gx) =0 whence

Gx = 0 and so x = G~lGx = 0.
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(b) KAPg) = {xEC":pAGx) = 0}={xEC":GxEKAP)\ =G-ikAP)

0' = 1- • ; '.*)•
(c) Since    G    is    nonsingular,    we    have    WApo) = C\h^jKh(pa)

= r\h*jG-iKh(p)=G-iÇ}h7ijKh(p)=G-iWAP)(j=l, ••,*).
(d) W(pG) =£A Wh(pa) =Z* G~1Wk(P) =G~lW(p).

(e) This is an immediate consequence of (d).

(f) Making use of (c) we have, for all j = l, ■ ■ • , k and for all

y EC",

d                                   | y*x |                            | y*G~xz |
(Pah (y) = Sup =       Sup      -777—

= ^(G-1*?) = ((/)o^)i(y),

whence (Pg)d = (Pd)g-1*.

(g) This follows from (f).
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